Learn Latin with MoCA
Lesson 1
Hello Friends!

Today, we will discover together the world of Roman numbers!

Can you guess what number it is by looking at the drawings?

Go to the next page and find out!

You will find the Roman numbers, their names in Latin and some soldiers to help you figure out what numbers they are.
Well Done!

WELL DONE, SOLDIER!

Are you sure you can remember all those names and numbers?

Go to the next page and find out with our activity!
Connect the Bubbles with a line: make sure that the numbers match their Latin name!
What are Ordinal Numbers?

Let's go a little further now!
Are you familiar with ordinal numbers? Surely you already know them in English: first, second, third, etc. You would use them to describe... an order!
Romans use them, too! Let's find out...
Romans LOVED chariot races, so they probably used ordinal numbers a lot! Here they are!

1. PRIMUS
2. SECUNDUS
3. TERTIUS
4. QUARTUS
5. QUINTUS
6. SEPTIMUS
7. SEXTUS
8. OCTAVUS
9. NONUS
10. DECIMUS
Ordinal Numbers: Well Done!

THAT WAS AN EXCITING RACE!

Now it's time to see if you can remember them: maybe you could help our friend, the centurion...
Colour the centurion following the ordinal numbers.

PRIMUS = GRAY
SECUNDUS = RED
TERTIUS = YELLOW
QUARTUS = LIGHT BROWN
QUINTUS = BLACK
SEXTUS = PURPLE
SEPTIMUS = LIGHT BLUE
OCTAVUS = DARK BROWN
NONUS = GREEN
DECIMUS = WHITE
What’s Next: More Counting!

THANKS FOR COLOURING ME!

You have done a truly amazing job today! You have learnt so much, it's now time for some fun!

You will discover that the Romans have a very interesting way of counting with their hands...
This is how the Romans would use their hands to count: very different from us, don't you think?

Counting with your hands

How would you sign your age?
Thank you so much for coming to our first Latin adventure, soldier! We really hope you enjoyed it and we also hope to see you soon!

VALE

VALE, MY FRIEND!